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Abstract 
The STEAM movement steps up by including the ‘A’ for arts and design-related skills into STEM 
education. This paper aims to explore and reflect on the complex intersection between STEM and arts 
to develop some additional key coincidences and overlaps between STEM and arts going beyond the 
few stereotypically and usually advocated features (questioning, creativity, design and 
communication). The naturalistic turn in science is characterized by its interdisciplinarity, since its 
contributions arise from multiple disciplines that study science, especially philosophy, history and the 
sociology of science, and others (psychology, economics, politics, anthropology, etc.). The results of 
the comparative analysis between science and art are summarized through the following list of 
convergent aspects between science and art, just classified according to the big strands epistemic-
cognitive and social-institutional. The results analyse some features such as the account of artworks in 
favour scientific and technological knowledge the contributions of STEM knowledge to Art and the 
social dimension where science meets Humanities; some artworks are displayed as an evidence for 
the analysis. The brief results of this study still reinforce the trends for convergence and 
complementarity, rather than separation or confrontation, between STEM and arts, and especially in 
the educational arena. Ultimately, this paper adds some arguments for advocating the educational 
integration of STEM and arts as STEAM with wider thorough grounds. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) is an interdisciplinary education movement that 
integrate those scientific fields to teach students 21st-century skills and to attract more students into 
STEM fields, especially women and minorities.  

The STEAM movement steps up by including the ‘A’ for arts (music, design, language, and liberal and 
fine arts) and design-related skills into STEM education. STEAM goes beyond a mere addition of arts 
into STEM, because it promotes a vision of education more creative and innovative, oriented to 
problems or real-world projects that develop curiosity (ask questions), communication (create 
answers, design solutions) and the use of design thinking, creativity, communication and artistic skills 
in all disciplines. STEAM focuses not just on making learning interesting, but on really achieving 
engagement, relevance, innovation, and real-world learnings [1]. 

The STEM and STEAM integration cannot be reduced to a mere multidisciplinary juxtaposition of 
subjects, adding a new area, arts and humanities, to STEM. Instead, STEAM creates a new and 
unique reality, an emerging transdisciplinary discipline that exceeds the sum of integrated individuals, 
where STEM provides the cognitions and values of science and the "A" brings creativity and 
innovation [2]. 

The above introduction is simplistic, as it appears in many publications, yet STEM also provides 
creativity and innovation, usually attributed to art, and art also provides cognitions and values, usually 
attributed to STEM. Khine and Areepattamannil [3], editors of the book "STEAM Education" recognize 
that while the STEM movement has developed literature and a body of didactic knowledge, including 
theoretical elaborations, activities and good practices for STEM, in the STEAM case, this information 
is scarce and scattered yet. Thus, this contribution aims at in-depth justification of the integration of art 
and humanities in STEAM, not only reiterating the importance of creativity and innovation, but also 
providing additional reasons and arguments drawn from art and STEM to better justify the STEAM 
proposal. In order to strengthen the interdisciplinary integration of arts and sciences into STEAM, the 
research question here is: What common aspects do STEM and the arts share? 
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This paper aims to explore and reflect on the complex interplay between STEM and arts to develop 
some additional key coincidences and overlaps between STEM and arts, and try to going beyond the 
few stereotypically and usually advocated features (questioning, creativity, design and communication) 
about this interplay that are usually advocated. Further, some exemplary artworks are taken together 
to illustrate these coincidental aspects and reinforce the power of art to plastically impact on STEM 
learning.  

2 METHODOLOGY 
In the last years of the 20th century, the social studies of science substituted the positivist view of 
science for a naturalistic turn, which opened science to new insights beyond logic and empiricism. The 
naturalistic turn in science is characterized by its interdisciplinarity, since its contributions arise from 
multiple disciplines that study science, especially philosophy, history and the sociology of science, and 
others (psychology, economics, politics, anthropology, etc.). This renewed vision of science has had 
an impact and consequences at all levels of scientific activity, from the design of national and 
transnational scientific policies, to the innovation of scientific education, going through all levels of 
one's own scientific research a makes possible the methodological foundations of this study [4] [5]. 

The conceptualization on the specific traits of science as a way of knowing is based on the 3-
world/NoS&T model that has been elaborated through a graded taxonomy that develops in strands 
and topics [6].  

To start, science aspects are classified in two broad strands: epistemic-cognitive and social-
institutional. Further, the epistemic and cognitive strand involves the definitions and relationships of 
science and technology and the epistemic traits on the nature of the scientific knowledge. The social-
institutional strand involves the external and internal sociology of science; the external sociology 
involves the topics about the influences of society on the system science / technology, the triadic 
influences science-technology-society, the influences of science / technology on society and the 
influences of the school science on society; the latter involves the characteristics of scientists, the 
social construction of the scientific knowledge and the social construction of technology (table 1).  

Table 1. Strands and topics of 3-World/NoS&T taxonomy for conceptualizing the aspects  
of convergence between art and science. 

 Strands Topics  

Epistemic-
cognitive 

DEFINITIONS 1. Science and Technology 

EPISTEMOLOGY 9. Nature of the scientific knowledge 

Social-
institutional 

EXTERNAL 
SOCIOLOGY OF S&T 

2. Influences of Society on Science / Technology 

3.Triadic influences science-technology-society 

4. Influences of Science / Technology on Society 

5. Influences of the school science on Society 

INTERNAL 
SOCIOLOGY OF S&T 

6. Characteristics of scientists 

7. Social construction of the scientific knowledge 

8. Social construction of Technology 

The taxonomy is used as a methodological tool to develop the analysis and reflections on the shared 
traits between art and science. In fact, each of the topics develops on much specific questions about 
science and technology. For example, the epistemology or nature of scientific knowledge includes 
issues such as observations, scientific models, classification schemes, tentativeness of knowledge, 
hypothesis, theories and laws, investigations, precision and uncertainty, reasoning, assumptions, 
paradigms, and so on. 

On the other hand, art contributes two key features to STEAM, namely, the historical dimension 
(studying art is studying in historical context) and the artistic dimension (the cultural and 
communicative impact of art on the public) of the works of art (written, drawn, painted, sculpted, 
designed, music, etc.). The historical dimension in art is unquestionable: history and works of art come 
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together, since they share a large amount of historical content and many school subjects are called art 
history. Obviously, the historical dimension is a place of interest and a common initial global 
coincidence of art and science. 

In addition, works of art can contribute specifically to fix knowledge thanks to the impact of images, 
texts or designs; the same role developed by sacred art in churches to teach the Bible to non-
alphabetized people. In particular, since most of the mentioned studies refer to science, and the STEM 
terminology is very recent, the word science will be used in general terms, since many of the features 
that are exposed are widely shared by technologies, engineering and mathematics, as recently 
integrated into the concept of practice [7]. 

3 RESULTS 
The results of the comparative analysis between science and art are summarized through the 
following list of convergent aspects between science and art, just classified according to the big 
strands:  

Epistemic-cognitive 

- Artworks account for scientific and technological knowledge 
- Posing big questions about the world 
- Technology is common to science and art 
- Experimental focus of activities 
- Observation, especially visual perception 
- Imagination and creativity  
- Change along time 

Social-institutional 

- Importance of commissioned work  
- Science and technology provide themes for artists 
- Historical dimension  
- Interaction with society 
- Influences on society 
- Science and art education share goals and competences of curriculum 
- Human enterprises  
- Role of genial individualities  
- Cooperation and team work 
- Creation of professional organizations 

As the space limitation of this paper does not allow developing all of them, this presentation of results 
will be limited to some of the convergent aspects science-art, which have been less addressed in 
literature. 

3.1 Artworks account for scientific and technological knowledge 
The main point of coincidence between the history of science and the history of art is obvious, yet 
important: the artworks establish a test for the scientific and technological knowledge existing in each 
historical time, so that the works of art testify or evidence the scientific and technological development 
reached at any time.  

The validity of this idea for education is very important, and especially for those times before the birth 
of modern science, when the reference to knowledge, documents or authors are more scarce and 
precarious than in recent times. The obviousness of the previous idea allows to conclude that, in 
general, the evidence provided by the art on the history of science and technology set up scaffolds 
that are useful for STEM education. 
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There are thousands of examples to illustrate this claim. A good example of the artistic testimony on 
scientific knowledge would be the Gothic cathedrals, a case that, in addition, contributes to falsify the 
alleged scientific and cultural obscurity that many attribute to the medieval era.  

The cathedrals prove the existence of great knowledge on construction and engineering in the Middle 
Ages, as it were not existed it would have been impossible to build such slender towers, whose height 
was not exceeded until the nineteenth century. The cathedral builders have got very broad knowledge, 
which surely covered all the knowledge of the time.  

 
Figure 1. Silhouette of number eight within the gothic cathedral of Palma (Spain) formed  

by the sunlight projection of the east rosette just under the west rosette. 

For example, the central body of the Cathedral of Palma (Spain) was oriented from east to west, so 
that on two days of the year (the 2nd of the month 2 and the 11th of the month 11), nascent sunlight 
illuminates the eastern rosette, whose luminous image is projected on the opposite wall of the main 
facade of the west, at a specific moment the luminous circle is briefly aligned under the main rosette, 
forming the two circles an artistic multicolour composition that recalls the number 8 (figure 1). This 
beautiful situation shows that cathedral builders mastered sophisticated astronomical, geometric and 
architectural knowledge, and the cathedral acts as a witness and messenger of the technical 
knowledge forever.   

3.2 STEM knowledge contributes to Art  
The dialogue between arts and sciences and their respective communities of practitioners has evolved 
throughout history and continues to evolve, yet their interaction is far from debatable.  

Science contributes to art in many ways, so the list here would be endless. Just to mention some of 
the, likely the most primary is providing the materials needed by artists to elaborate their artworks 
such as the electronic and optical devices to create films, the elaboration of colour pigments for 
painters, etc. Further, the artists study and analysis when preparing their artworks has been founded 
in scientific concepts, such as the exploration of mechanical structures for architects or the study of 
painting composition under the geometrical analysis, etc. Since ever, the conservation and curation of 
artworks applies scientific and technological knowledge and sophisticated technologies to avoid 
damage to the artworks and provide the curative intervention.  

Besides, drawings and images has been fundamental scientists’ activities along the history of science 
to account for their knowledge. Across the many examples let us mention just a few famous 
contributions. The engravings of Stephan von Calcar in the treatise "De humanis corporis fabrica" 
(published the same year as the Copernicus treatise, 1543) by the physician Andrea Vesalio, were 
decisive to explain the human anatomy; Galileo's drawings of the Moon were observed through his 
telescope and their detailed craters and mountains served as a counter-argument against Aristotelian 
geocentrism; the neuronal cells drawn from his microscope by Cajal not only had universal impact for 
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scientific neural knowledge, but also revealed an artist soul within the scientists; in fact, Cajal 
knowledgably declared his artistic arousal when observing and drawing his preparations under the 
microscope [8]. 

  
Figure 2. Astrocytes of the hippocampus as painted by Spanish Nobel Prize  

of Physiology or Medicine (1906) Santiago Ramón y Cajal.  
Instituto Cajal, Legado Cajal, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC) 

3.3 The social dimension: Science meets Humanities 
Within the social framework, an analogy between science and art that has not been sufficiently 
highlighted refers to the dimension of the social construction of knowledge, both in science and in art.  

To start from common ground, it is widely acknowledged that science and art are socially human 
enterprises, which means that knowledge is built with the collaboration of many people, although 
individualities are also preserved and recognized. 

The presence of influential individuals, both in science and in art is common sense from the 
elementary school. The attribution of the works to their authors or discoverers (eponymy), which 
leaves their names associated with their work forever, and the systems of awards and rewards, are 
practiced both in science and in art. According to this practice, museums credit works of art always 
with the name of the author and the title of the work; besides, science books label many of their 
knowledge with an epigraph that contains the name of its discoverer (Newton’s laws, hypothesis of 
Avogadro, Mendel's laws, Richter scale, etc.). 

Some studies go further, arguing that the similarity between art and science is also reflected in the 
similarity between the individualities of great scientists and artists. Since ever, but specially from the 
Renaissance, royalty and nobility, and, of course, bourgeoisie, collected items of the material culture 
(books, artworks and scientific and technical apparatus), which included both art and science items 
and reflected the model of the integral Renaissance person.  

The collections were stored in palatial spaces and recreated by painters of the seventeenth century 
assiduously in the so-called cabinets painting (figure 3). In this integrated culture, many cultivated 
people arose whose intellective capacities developed through science and art, and forged the 
archetype of the artist-scientist.  
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Figure 3. Adriaen van Stalbent, Sciences and Arts, oil on panel, around 1650, Museo Nacional del Prado, 
Madrid. The collection of artistic and scientific knowledge within a cabinet painting (on the left table lies an 

instrument that was raging at the time, the Perpetuum Mobile by Cornelius Drebel, and several squares and 
compasses lie on the right table,). 

The artist-scientist profile was characterized by their universal vision and skills on thinking, innovation, 
construction and invention that allowed them to develop creations in multiple fields of art and science. 
Although the creative dualism of Leonardo da Vinci likely embodies the most universal example of the 
artist-scientist, the cultivation of genius spread along Europe during centuries. The Spanish court of 
Austrias (16th-17th centuries) produced various figures of artists-scientists [9]. 

Recent history, when the artist-scientist archetype has faded and the science-humanities gap is a fact 
in daily culture of citizens, it still offers additional examples of the pervasive relationships art-science. 
For instance, Spanish painter Dalí held a permanent obsession with science and scientists, that led 
him to be always in touch with some scientists [10], who arguably inspired him some of his main 
artworks (figure 4).  

 
Figure 4. Salvador Dalí, The persistence of memory, also known as The soft watches, oil on canvas, 

MoMA, New York; some interpretations believe that the painting represents the relativity of time, 
 inspired by Einstein's theory of relativity. 

Further, the influence of Einstein's ideas on Picasso's painting was also studied [11], and the 
comparisons of the contributions of both geniuses allow concluding that the imagination and creativity 
of the scientist and the painter are more equal than different. Again, this claim adds to the arguments 
for advocating for the similarity and complementarity between art and science despite their apparent 
differences or separation. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the exploratory and comparative analysis between science and art allow to clarify and 
deepen their relationships. These are certainly complexes, as both continue to maintain their 
autonomy and, further, their coexistence can generate controversies or conflicts. However, the 
relationships art-science cannot be rated as confusion or confrontation; rather they seem closer to 
meeting and encounter along the many mutual coincidences and shared features that have been 
highlighted above.  

The brief results of this study suggest for convergence and complementarity between art and science, 
rather than separation or confrontation. Ultimately, this claim endorses with greater intensity the 
educational integration of STEM and art as STEAM [12]. 

The alternative vision claiming that arts and sciences are different, insisting on they develop 
autonomously and differently, have different objectives and results, despite they develop aspects of 
human creativity, is not well supported by evidence. From the educational perspective, this vision is 
more dysfunctional yet, because it would prevent integrated collaborative projects, sponsored by the 
curriculum development. 

The history of humanity is a story of creativity, innovation and progress, which is especially relevant in 
science and art, so it seems fair to end this paper with a reference to the great history paradigm. Great 
history is an interdisciplinary and globalized vision of the history of the universe, life and humanity, 
since the cosmological beginning in the big-bang until today (anthropocene).  

This vision is in line with the educational integration STEAM argued here. The great story is an 
original, provocative and functional instrument for education in general, because it provides a common 
theoretical basis for the historical dimensions of education, and in particular, for the teaching of the 
history of science (and technology, engineering and mathematics) in the framework of science 
education.  

Summing up, the great history provides an additional argumentative framework for the art-science 
integration through the history of art and the history of science, since the integration of both histories 
would also be in tune with the grand history project [13]. 
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